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OPERATING TEMPERATURES OF A SODIUM-COOLED EXHAUST VALVE AS NiEASURED
BY A THERMOCOUPLE

By J. C. SANDERS,H. D. WILSTED, and B. A. MULCAHY
.

SUMMARY

A thermocoupb ww in.stded in ilu crown qf a sodium-cooled
exhawstvalve. The valveuw then t&in an air-cooled e.ngiw
cylinder and tube temperalur~ u& variouaengine op&”w
condiiti were deiermind. A temperature of 1337° F w
observedat afuelui.r ratw of 0.064, a brakemean e~ectiveprm-
sure of 179 pounak per squme inch, and an engine qveedoj2000
rpm. .l%Lair ratio wm found to have a large injk.ence on
vahe temperature, but caolin@T pnwu.re and txn-iaiion in
8park advam%had little e$ect. An h.crme in engim?power
@ change of 8peed or meun e~ectivepremure increaed the txdve
timperaiure. It m found thatthe temperature of the rear-
8park-phg bmhing was not a 8at&factmy indication of the
temperatureof tlu exhawatvalve.

INTRODUCl!ION

In the course of reaemch on cylinder cooling by the NACA
at Langley Field, frequent failure of the sodium-cooled ex-
haust valves in one type of air-cooled engine cylinder ma
experienced. The crowns of these valvea were badly cor~
roded and collttpsed. In some instancea the crown had rup-
tured, permitting the sodium to leak into the cylinder.

A review of published information revealed that high tem-
perature accelerate the corrosion and greatly reduce.a the
creep strength of these metals. The Brinell hardneas and
the creep stwmgth of a valve steel at elevated temperature
are shown in the followimz table. The Brinell hardness was
obtained from reference- 1, and ‘k- . . ..- .+. . .. -*L -.”

obtained from reference 2.
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The results of a practical demonstration of the effect of
temperature on the strength and corrosion resistame of
valve steel are show-n in figure 1. ,Two of the valves were
stock sodhun-cooled valves and one was the watercooled
valve described in reference 3. The watar<ooled valve was
used in twiw that reproduced the conditions of the tests
made on the sodium-cooled valves. The fuels used in all
teats contained tetraethyl lead. Conditions of the tests were
as follows:

‘740023-4~

Previous ted (refermme 3):
Soainmdefl

(fig.1(a))

Maximum imep, lb./sq. in---------------- 256
Maximum power, fib------------------- 137
Fue14 ratio ----------------------- O.053-0.122
Maximum temperature, rear+park-plug

bwhh&° F-------------------------- 430
Tetraethyl lead in fuel, ml yr gal-------- 3
Tfmewith coolant, ha------------------- 36.7
Thne without coolant, ha------------------ O
Total time, knooktegt, ha---------------- 36.7
Condition of valve ---------------------- Ruined

High-power test:
soaituJl:kcl

(ag.1(b))

Maximum imep, lb.lsq. in---------------- 329
Maximum power, tip---- =--------------- 215
fiel-ak ratio --------------------------- 0.10
Maxhnum temperature, rear-spark-plug

btig, °F------,------------------- 434
Tetraethyl lead in fuel, ml per gal-------- 6
Total tiie, high-power test, ha----------- 6.5
Total service time, ha-------------------- 3.5
Condition of valve ---------------------- Ruined

Tvatm-m-led

(O& 1 (0))
256
137

0.065-0.122

460
3

49.5
6.6

56.0
Satisfactory

Onllmed
m. 1 (0))

310
202

0.10

517
6
8.0

64.0
Satiafaotory

In figure 1 the templets show- the contours of new valves.
The crowns of the two sodium-cooled valves were corroded
snd collapsed. The wakwcooled valve was not corroded
and was flattened only slightly. This flattening probably
oeeurred during the test in which no coolant was circulated
through the valve. No flattening of the oil-cooled valve
was observed during the test at high power.

The sodium-cooled valve used in the test of reference 3
waa observed to emit visible radiations during operation,
but water-oooled and oil-cooled valves were observed to be
black. These observations and the temperature measure-
ments of the oil and the water leaving the valves indicated
that the valves were oparating at widely seprwted .
temperatures.

The evidence of thwe tests, together with the experience
of Banks (reference 4), Cohvell (reference 5), and Young
(reference 6), shows that valve temperature has a vital
influence on valve life. -

Design features that might reduce valve temperatures are
increased dhmeter of valve stem, increased orow-sectional
area of metal for flow- of heat from valve guide to cooling
fins, improved b design, and insulation of the exhaus&
valve-guide boss horn the exhaust gas. An inorease in stem
diameter will give a larger area of contact with the guide and
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will permit the coolant to circulate more freely. Provision to adequately transfer heat to the fins. A protecting shield
for dissipation of heat from the boss is particularly important around the boss will reduce the heat transfer from tho ex-
when Eodium-cooled valves are used. Some cylipder heads haust gas to the boss and will consequently result in better
do not have enough metal around their exhaust-valve bosses valve cooling.
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Direct measurement of valve temperatures would make
possible the accurate determination of the effects of the fore-
going changes in cylinder dtia~ on the temperature of the
exhaust valve. The development of a means of mensuring
valve temperature was therefore undertaken.

A review of published literature disclosed lit~e informa-
tion on the measurement of temperatures in a sodium-cooled
exhaust vrdve during normal engine operation. Colwell
(reference 7) tested a sodium+moled valve of a special steel
for which the relation between the hardn= and the drawing
temperature was accurately known. -The valve was hard-
ened and then used in rm engine. Upon removal from the
engine, the valve was sectioned and the temperatures @-
tai.ned at various locations on the valve were determined by
hardness measurements. By this method it was intimated
that the center of the valve crown reached a temperature
between 1140° and 1300° l?. The operating conditions,
however, were not reported.

The temperate of an exhaust valve has been estimated
by visurd observation of its color (reference 3) and found to
be 1300° to 1400° F at a fuel-air ratio of 0.06S and at an
indicated mean effective pr-ure of 190 pounds par square
inch. This method of temperature determination is, liow-
ever, open to criticism because the scale on the surface of the
exhaust valve may reach a higher temperature than the valve
materinls.

This report describes an exhaust valve equipped with a
thermocouple and giva valve temperatures observed under
various engine operating conditions. Effects of variations ti
mean effective pressure, engine speed, fuel-air ratio, spark
tulvanm, and cool@-air pressure drop upon valve temper-
ature are shown.

The tests were conducted at Langley Memorial Aeronauti-
cal Laboratory, Langley Field, Vs., in August 1942.

APPARATUS

Thermocouple instfdlationo-lh engine operation the
observed valve reciprocated rapidly and rotated slowly at a
rate depending upon the engine speed. At an engine speed
of 2200 rpm the valve rotated 2 rpm- It was therefore
necessary to provide sliding brushes to make contact with
the valve thermocouple. For this type of installation the
thermocouple must be ~mged enough to withstand the high
accelerations of the valve.

Figure 2 is a photograph showing the valve, the rocker with
special tappet, the rocker-box cover, and the thermocouple-
contnct system. The details of the valve construction are

premnted in figure 3. The tip of the valve was opened with
a drill, and the sodium was removed. A steel tube contain-
ing the thermocouple leads was installed through the stem
and welded to the crown in such a manner that the thermo-
couple junction was embedded in the weld one-sixteenth inch
from the surface of the crow-n. The valve was dried, charged
with the proper amount of sodium, and sealed with a hollow
tapered plug driven and silver-soldered into the valve stem,
The tube for - the commutator wcs silver-soldered
into the tip of the valve stem, and the commutator wns
assembled. The commutator consists of two cylindrical
elements, semicircular in cross section and clamped with insu-
lators to the stem. Each element is composed of tho same
material ns the thermocouple wire to which it is attached; one
is-chromel and the. other is alumel.

Thermocoqole
hofjmction
(head of

Lead selecfor
Thermacoqole ;Swifch

exhaust:.valve) mushes.+..
... .4..
<

Scgnwn’s A -A/unel
C-C77rcmel

tifentiometw
iunctionbox
?trou@ switch
topofenfimef~

FILWEE 4.-CirmIt dhgram for exkwt-vafve thermocouple.

The function of the brushes shown in figures 2 and 3 is
clarified by the circuit digram in figure 4. The proper
continuity of the thermocouple-lead wires to the cold junc-
tion is maintained by a lead-selector switch that makes it
always possible to have a chromel lead from the chromel
commutator bar and an alumel lead horn the alumel com-
mutator bar. At every half revolution of the valve, the
selector switch is changed to match the polarity of the com-
mutator.

A commutator was chosen instead of slip rings because a
commutator could be made lighter than a set of slip rings
and would consequently result in lower stresses during the
periods of acceleration of the valv~. Experience with tho
commutator has since shown that the saving in weight does
not warrant the added complication of its brushes. Anothm
valve has been made with slip rings.

‘I’he test engine,-The tests were run on a singh+cylindor
engine having an air-cooled cylinder. The bore is 6% and
the stroke is 7 inches; the comprcwion ratio is 6.7. A
diagrammatic layout of the engine and associated pints is
shown in figure 5.

—
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FmIJEE&-Dkgmmmatlo Isyont of eqnfpmen~

The cylinder was enclosed in a closely fitting steel jacket
having an opening on the upstream side slightly leas than
the frontal area of the cylinder and an opening on the down-
stream side about 1.4 times the flow area between the iins

on the cylinder. In addition to the thermocouples normally
used in cooling tests, one thermocouple was located on the
bushing of the exhaust-valve guide and one was locatod
against the outside of the exhaust-valve-seat insert, as shown
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in figure 6. The thermocouple on the seat insert measured
the temperature of the cylinder head somewhere in a zone
b@veen the outside surfam of the insert and one thirty-
second inch from the insert. It is probable that, as a result
of the very poor thermal conductivity of the seat insert, the
surface on whkh the valve was seated was much hotter than
indicated by this thermoeouRle. A thermocouple consisting
of an exposed junction of l@age chromel and alumel wires
was installed in the exhaust stack. The junction was near
the center of the exhaust pipe. The length of each wire
expesed to the exhaust gas was about three-fourths inch.

TEST MRTHODS “

A series of six tests was run to determine the iufluenee of
the principal engine variables on the temperature of the
exhaust valve. The engine variables investigated were:

Indioated mean effeotive pressure,lb/sq ti..-.---------------9&2M
Engine speed, ~m----------------------------------- 14C+2400
Fuel-air ratio (two -)---------------------------- O.051-0.112
Spark advance, deg B. T. C-------------------------------- 045
Cooling-air pressure drop, in. water------------------------- 1-.30

In each test all of the engine variables except the one
under investigation wem held constant. In the investiga-
tion of the effect of indicated mean effective pressure on
valve temperature, the following constant conditions were
maintained:

Engiue speed, mm--------------------------------------- 2200
~el+kmtio -------------------------------------------- O.0S0
Spark advanee, deg B. T. C._-: --------------------------- 19
~oling-air premure drop, in. war------------------------- 16
carbaretor&r temperature, oF---------------------------- 150

Except as specifically noted, these constant conditions
were maintained during all the other tests. The variable-
speed test was run at an iudieated mean effective pressure
of 210 pounds per square inch, the variable-spark-advance
test at 167 pounds per square inch, and the variable-cooling
test at 130 pounds per square inch.

Data horn two tests were obtained to show the eifects of
fuel-air ratio on exhaust-valve temperature. Observations
of sodium-cooled exhaus~valve temperatures were made in
February 1942 during tests (reference 3) made to determine
the effects of fuel-air ratio upon the maximum permissible
power as limited by audible bock. During these earlier
tests, the cooling-air pressure was regulated to maintain the
temperature at the rear of the barrel at 360° F; the tempera-
ture of the rear-spark-plug bushing varied, with changes of
fuel-air ratio, between 395° and 470° F. At each fuel-air
ratio tested the indicated mean eifective pressure was raised
until knock became audible. The absolute manifold pressure
and the, fuel flow were reduced to 93 percent of the values
observed with audible bock. The color of the exhaust
valve as observed through a hole in the exhaust pipe was
compared with a color-temperature chart and the valve
temperature thus estimated was recorded. Six months later
the operating emditions of this test were repeated, and the
exhaust-valve temperatures tiere measured by a thermo-
couple.

Additional tests showing the effects of fuel-air ratio on
valve temperature when the indicated mean effective pres-

sure is constant were not made because tho thermocouple
failed after 13 hours of operation.

A

FmuEE 6.—Ia@1on8 of thermowuple for measming temperatnrm of exbmmt-vrdvc-guldo
bosh@, -t, and exhaustms.

REStiTS AND DISCUSSION
THE EFFZ~ OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON EXHAUST-VALVE

TEMPEItATUItE6

The influenee of indicated mean effective pressure on the
temperatures of the exhaust gas, the exhaust valve, the
valve guide, the valve seat, and the rear-spark-plug bushing
is shown in figure 7 (a). For example, the exhaust-valve
temperature was increased from 990° to 1220° F by in-
creasing the indicated mean effective pressure from 98 to
254 pounds per square inch.

Apparently the valve temperature at low speed is in-
fluenced by the frequency of the reciprocation of the sodium
from the v-idve head to the stem. Figure 7 (b) ShOWSthat
the valve temperature did not’ fall appreciably when the
speed was reduced from 1800 to 1400 rpm at constant mean
eflective pressure. This result indicates that the effeot of
the change in power is partly offset by the reduced rate at
which the heat is transferred by the sodium. Figure 7 (c),
which presents the data of figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) on a power
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bnsis, reveals that at 73 indicated horsepower the valve
temperature was 1155° 1? at 1400 rpm and 1065° 1? at 2200
rpm, a reduction of 900 1? resulting from the use of higher
speed,

Variation in fuel-air ratio has a marked effect on valve
temperatures, m may be seen in iigure 8. Reducing the
fuel-air ratio from 0.112 to 0.064 increased the temperature
of the exhaust valve more than increasing the indicated
men.n effective pressure horn 98 to 254 pounds per square
inch, as shown in the following table:

Varfabh+nmp w

I Valve tam-

awl
.W1 I 2%+I l!%

Variablefnehfr-ret& test

I I I
F/A

he ~, Valvetam-

%m .) P3i-etnre
(“F-J

—,_
a 112 !zfJ

n

1070
.W.4 m 1337

The maximum valve temperature w= obtained at a fuel-
air ratio between 0.064 and 0.070. Both richer and leaner
mixtures produced lower valve temperatures, though lean-
mixture operation did not result in so low a valve temperature
as did rich-mixture operation. The important temperatun%
were:

Fuel-air ratio: ‘ah ?!4-”’
O.052--------------------------- 1200

066--------------------------- 1340
: 112-------------------------- 1070

Fw&ai- rafb
Ffomm&—Effedof fnel+k ratla on tke tempmtnra of the axhaIM valve fn en alr-maim

ayffndar. Engine @, ZW rpnu fndfcatd mean offactfvo pramroj npprdmatdy W
P==t OfM ~ at tie audlMe-~ti HIIW @ ad-c% W B. T. O.; wm-
pressfenratio, &fi temperatureof omter of Mref downstmaq W F.
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The high valve temperature accompanying operation with
fuel-air ratios in the region of 0.065 is one reason why lean-
mixture operation is detrimental to valve life. Injection
carburetor are frequently adjusted to give a fuel+ir ratio

S@rk fi~ a@g RZC i

FxotIEE9.—EITectof vadathm fn spark advance an the twnpemtnms of the exhenst valve
and associated~ in an afPcs@d oylinder. Indfmt&d mean eff@fve ~, 107
rmundsPW square fnch; engfno SWM, Z?CIIrPnV fnel-nlr retie, 0&3; clmr@4r temw-
dnro. lW E cdlng+fr temfmam K@ F; cding4 p~ drop, 16inclm of water.

of 0.070 for cruising. From the foregoing discussion it is--
evident that this mixture ratio imposes the most severe
temperature on the exhaust valve. The valvea would
probably give more satisfactory service if operated with a
leaner mixture.

The effect of spark ad~ance on exhaustivalve tempwaturea
is shown in figure 9. This figure shows that at a fuel-air
ratio of 0.08 the exhausbvalve temperature is practically
umdlected by vmiation of the spark advance in tho range
from 5° to 25° B. T. C. Aa the spark waa ad’vanced beyond
25° B. T. C., the valve temperature increased until at 46°
B. T. C. it was the highest observed in this cylinder, 1360° l?.

The rise in valve temperature with greatly retarded spark
is probably caused by the higher exhaushgaa temperrdure
reauking from a decreased expansion after combustion,
The rise in valve temperature with increase in spark ad-
vance beyond 25° B. T. C. may be caused by the increased
period of time that the crown of the valve is exposed to the
working fluid during combustion and e~ansion.

It is noted that as the spark is advanced beyond 26°
B. T. C. the indieatid temperature of the exhaushgaa
thermocouple is substantially ecnstant, whereas the indicated
temperature of the exhaust valve rises until it becomca
greater than the temperature of the exhaust-gas thwrno-
couple. The fact that the temperature of the exhaust valvo
does beeome greatar than the temperature of the exhausfigaa
thermocouple is, however, of no particular significance be-
cause, as pointed out before, the true exhaust-gaa tempera-
ture is greater than the temperature of the umhblded
thermocouple.

Variation in cylinder cooling resulting from change in
cooling-air pressure d.iop across the engine resulted in rela-
tively little change in the exhaust-valve temperature, aa
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may be seen in figure 10. The temperatures of the resr-
spark-plug bushing, valve-guide bushing, and seat insert
were more, greatly affected, as shown in the following tabula-
tion:

In the ranges of the test conditions, variation in fuel-ak
ratio had much greater effect than cooling-air pressure drop
on the exhaustivalve temperature. Au increase in cooling-
air pressure drop from 1 to 30 inches of water resulted in a
reduction in exhaust-valve temperature of only 110° F,
wherens an increase in fiel-air ratio from 0.065 to 0.112
reduced the valve temperature 280° F.

Reducing the fuel-air ratio from 0.112 to 0.098 increased
the valve temperature m much as reducing the cooling-air
prewure drop from 30 inches to 1 inch of water. This strik-
ing contrast shows that relatively large increases in over+ill
cylinder-head cooling are required to msintai.n constant
valve temperature with moderah incresses in severity of
engine operation. Attention should be given to improve-
ments in valve design and cylinder-head design to give the
best heat flow from the valve guide and from the valve seat.

TEMPERATURE OF EXHAUST VALVE AND REAR-9PARK-PLUG BUSHING

The temperature of the rear-spark-plug bushing is fre-
quently taken w an indication of the condition of cylinder-
hend cooling. Endurance tests at high cylinder-head tem-
perature and high power indicate that the most critical
cylinder-head temperature is that of the exhaust valve.
A study wcs therefore made of the relation between the
temperatures of the exhaust valve and the rear+.park-plug
bushing.
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An inspection of the temperatures in figure 8 clearly reveals
that the temperature of the rear-spark-plug bushing does
not indicate variations in valve temperature. A variation
in exhausbvslve temperature of 280° F was accompanied by
practically no change in the temperature of the rear-spark-
plug bushing.

Further evidence of the unreliability of the temperature of
the rear-spark-plug bushing as an indication of the exhaus&
valve temperature is found in figure 11. The curves show
valve temperatures obtained at various spark-plug-bushing
temperatures. Data horn the tests with variable indicated
mean efFective pressure and tests with variable coolingair
pressure are shown. It is reridily apparent that the relation
between temperatures of the rear+park-plug bushing and of
the exhaust valve is sufficiently influenced by engine operat-
ing conditions to make use of such a relation inadvisable. At
w rear-spark-plug-buihing temperature of 400° F, the differ-
ence in tiaust-valve temperature obtained in the two tests
w-as 95° F.

TEMPERA’ITIRIX4 OF EXEAUST VALVE UNDKf4 FLIGHT CONDITIONS

SUiiicient data are presented in this report to make it
possible to estimate exhaust-valve temperatures under
flight conditions. The following estimates are given:

Tflk1301r..---------- !2m m a 10 lIMJ
Marlmmn muMn’__._– lU .@ llfm
Maximum mnMn’_____ m 141 .07 1140

These ~t~ated temperatures were obtained by applying
corrections to the bmperatures obtained in tie test of
variable indicated mean eflective pressure (fig. 7 (a)). There-
quired indicated mean eifective pressure was found by adding a
value of friction mean eiTective pressure of 25 pounds per
square inch (an estimate based on single-cylinder opera-
tion) to the brake mean efFective pressure. Corrections
for differences iQ the required speed and a speed of 22OO
rpm-were then obtained from &we 7 (b) and corrections for
the differences in required fuel-air ratio and a fuel-air ratio
of 0.08 were obtained horn figure 8. These correction” were
applied to the temperatures read from -e 7 (a). The
resultant’ temperatures have been listed as estimated tem-
peratures.

Exhaust-valve temperatures for cruising with two fuel-air
ratios are given. ~ormally the fuel-air ratio for maximum
cruising power is 0.08, but cxuising at 0.07 is sometimes
practiced.

The preceding temperature estimates indicate that in
this type of cylinder the exhaust valve is frequently hotter
than 1000° F. It is probable that a temperature of 1300° F
is sometinm reached in m-vice.

ACCURACY

Before the thermocouple was instalkid in the valve, the
wires were calibrated by comparison with a standard ther-
mocouple that had been calibrated at the FIational Bureau
of Standards. After the valve was assembled, a standard
thermocouple was attached to the ou@ide of the valve crown
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at its center and the valve was placed in a thermostatically
controlled h-pace. The stem and the commutator pro-
truded through a hole in the furnace. Chromel and ahunel
wires were clamped tb the commutator and connected to a
potentiometer. The potentials produced by the valve
thermocouple and the standard thermocouple were recorded
at various furnace ternperatur~. The calibrations of the
thermocouple before md after installation in the valve are
shown in figure 12. The error at 1155° F was –4° F. The
close agreement between the calibration of the theihiocouple
made before and after it was installed in the valve shotied
that the commutator was properly connected and had intro-
duced no error in the indication of the thermocouple.

Electrical resistwmw at the contact &acea of the com-
mutator and the brushes introduced no error because the
thermoelectromotive force was measured by a null-type
potentiometer. Lubrication of the commutator with petro-
leum oil caused the formation of an.insulating film between
the commutaimr and the contacta during the periods in which
the valve was moving. Contact was t@s established only
when little or no sliding of the contacts on the commutaiwr
occurred and the errors frequently introduced by potentials
generated between sliding surfaces was minimized. Com-
parison of potential readings with the engine motoring and
with the engine at rest showed the contact potential to be
insigniikant.

No special tests were run to determine the reproducibility
of valve temperatures under similar operating conditions.
It was, however, possible to check one test point from each
test against corresponding teat data from the test in which
the indicated mean effective prwaure was varied. The
variations (all positive) between the results in each of the
other tests and this test were:

Variation
Ted (0m

Vtible -------------------------- 18
Variable spark tivmm-----.-----_-----_ 15
Variable moEng ------------------------- 10
Variable fuel-air ratio ------------------- 22

These tests show a reproducibility within 22° F, which is 2
percent of the difference between room temperature and the
measured valve temperature.

It is not known what influence the presence of the thermo-
couple and the tube had on the valve temperature. The
valve chosen for these tests hm” h throat d.imneter as large as
the upper limit of manufacturing tolerances and the presence
of the thermocouple did not reduce the throat area below the
equivalent throat area for the lower limit of manufacturing
tolerances. The thermocouple tube reduced the smallest
passage area for the sodium 10.2 percent and increased the
wetted perimeter of that section 31.9 percent. The mea of
the valve-stem wall through which the sodium waa cooled
was unchanged.

The temperature determined by the unshielded exhaust%
gas thermocouple was not the true gas temperature, but
a useful indication of the heating effect of the gas upon
engine parts is believed to have been provided. The temper-
ature i.dcated by this tharmocxmple was lower than that of
the eshaust gas because of cyclic variation in the temperature
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of the gas and because of radiation and conduction of heat
from the thermocouple junction.

The temperatures determined by the thermocouples in-
stalled in the exhauskvalve-gnide bushing, the rear-spark-
plug bushing, and the exhaust-valve seat insert ~vere rLccu-
rate to within +4° F. It haa been found in these and in
other tests that, with a given cylinder and thermocouple
installation, the operating conditions could be repmted close-
ly enough to make temperatures reproducible within + 10”I?.
With a diilerent cylinder, or even a nqv installation of
thermocouples in the same cylinder, greater variations were
observed.

CON~USIONS

The trends of exhaust-valve temperatures obtained. in
laboratory teats on an air-cooled cylinder showed that:

1. The temperature of the crown of the exhaust valve was
1337° F at the following conditions: fuel-air ratio, 0.004;
indicated mean effective pressure, 179 pounds per square
inch; engge speed, 2000 rpm; and spark advance, 19°
B. T. C. This ma the highest temperature observed in the
normal range of spark advance.

2. Variation in fuel-air ratio had relatively great effect on
valve temperature. The valve temperature changed from o
maximum of 1337° F nt a fuel-ah ratio of 0.064 to 1066° 1? .
at a fuel-air ratio of 0.112. Operation with fuel-air ratios
lower than 0.064 also resulted in valve temperatures appre-
ciably below the maximum.

3. b increase in power resulted in an increase in the
temperature of the exhaust valve. An increaae in indicated
mean effective pressure horn 98 to 264 pounds per square
inch increased the valve temperature from 990° to 1220° F.
Changes-i power resulting from changes in speed had slightly
less influence on the valve temperatum.

4. An extreme change in cooling-air pressure drop from 1
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to 30 inches of muter had less effect on the temperature of Materials for Internal-Combustion Engines.. & S. T. M. Sym.

the exhaust valve than did variations in other operating poeium on New Materials in Transportation, Mamh 6, 1940, pp.

conditions.
1–26.

5. Variation of spark advance in the range from 5° to 25°
2. HaMel& W. H.: Hea&Ilesisting Steele. Engineering, vol. 145,

no. 3768, April 1, 1938, pp. 372-374; and vol. 145, no. 3771,
B. T. C. had little effect on the temperature of the exhaust , April 22, 1938,pp. 455457.
valve. 3. Muuger, Maurice, ~ilated, H. D., and Muloahy, B. A: The Effeot

6. The temperature of the rear-spark-plug bushing is not of Valve Cooling upon Masimum PermissibleEngine Output m

a satisfactory indication of the temperature of the exhaust “ Limited by KllOCk. NACA TN No. 861, 1942.

valve, 4. Banks, F. R.: EthyL Some Information on the Use and Advan-
tages Gained by the Employment of Tetithyl Lead in Fuels
for Aviation Engines R. A. S. Jour., vol. XXXVIII, no. 280,
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